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Adoption journey

GRC/ IRM  Maturity

Risk Management
Foundation

Advanced 
methodology

Platform approach

Platform operational

Full IRM adopted

• Risk appetite defined

• (Common) risk 
management framework & 
governance defined

• Some set of controls 
executed, including risk 
response monitoring

• Excel or other EUC solution

• Common risk management 
framework established

• Risk and controls being 
systematically enrolled

• Role based access control 
to risk and compliance data

• Automated workflow and 
solution for selected Use 
Case(s)

• EUC solution/ individual 
tools

• Idea of Platform approach, 
tackling the silos

• Growing the use cases 
within a one platform

• Enlarging the user base

• Risk and control decision 
transparency at the 
business level and audit
(3 Lines of Defense)

• Assess once, test once, 
satisfy many efficiencies 
gained

• Centralized issue 
management

• Consolidation and 
automation of all risk 
related processes under 
one platform

• Platform used for any new 
activities and areas

• Clear strategy  to complete 
the “picture”

• Automated controls

• (Advanced) data analytics 
and reporting capabilities

• Destruction of silos

• Decisions based on 
consolidated data 

• Company wide user access 
and roles definition

• Continuous improvement 
including the governance 
structure 

• New business/ product  
procedures established and 
reflected in the risk profile

• Advanced data integration 
including external sources; 
real time data

• AI/ ML techniques being 
introduced

• Increasing number of 
automated controls/ 
continuous monitoring

• Roles and responsibilities 
regularly redefined

• 3 LOD being reconsidered

M
at

u
ri

ty

Organizational Adoption
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Where do you see your GRC maturity level?
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Risk catalog, risk types, quantification, loss 
events, KRI definition, risk appetite, RCSA, 
scenario analysis

Automated and targeted planning, unified risk scales, 
standardized workpapers and automated reporting

Regulatory adherence, emerging risks, 
policies management, ad hoc 
assessments, costs of compliance

Informed & Aware, prevention costs vs 
reactive approach; predictive risk 
management; KRIs, KPIs

Incidents, business continuity, reactiveness, crisis 
management, root cause analysis

Governance, vendors management, third 
party engagement & risk monitoring, AML

Policies and program management, 
threats & vulnerabilities management, 
cyber risk, IT risk

ESG data, standards, assessments and 
reporting

Integrated Risk Management

RESILIENCE

AUDIT & 
COMPIANCE 

THIRD
PARTY 

GOVERNANCE

OPRISK/ ERM

IT & 
SECURITY

COMPLIANCE

ESG

Risk informed 

decision 

making & 

Focus on 

Prevention
INTEGRATED 
REPORTING
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Who are we doing it for (stakeholders)?
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Adoption journey

Human centric GRC (cultural change)

Risk Management
Foundation

Advanced 
methodology

Platform approach

Platform operational

Full IRM adopted

• Risk appetite defined

• (Common) risk 
management framework & 
governance defined

• Some set of controls 
executed including risk 
response monitoring

• Excel or other EUC solution

• Common risk management 
framework established

• Risk and controls being 
systematically enrolled

• Role based access control 
to risk and compliance data

• Automated workflow and 
solution for selected Use 
Case(s)

• EUC solution/ siloed tools

• Idea of Platform approach, 
tackling the silos

• Growing the Use Cases at 
one platform

• Enlarging the user base

• Risk and control decision 
transparency at the 
business level and audit
(3 Lines of Defense)

• Assess once, test once, 
satisfy many efficiencies 
gained

• Centralized issue 
management

• Consolidation and 
automation of all risk 
related processes under 
one platform

• Platform used for any new 
activities and areas

• Clear strategy  to complete 
the “picture”

• Automated controls

• (Advanced) data analytics 
and reporting capabilities

• Destruction of silos

• Decisions based on 
consolidated data 

• Company wide user access 
and roles definition

• Continuous improvement 
including the governance 
structure 

• New business/ product  
procedures established and 
reflected in the risk profile

• Advanced data integration 
including external sources; 
real time data

• AI/ ML techniques being 
introduced

• Increasing number of 
automated controls/ 
continuous monitoring

• Roles and responsibilities 
regularly redefined

• 3 LOD being reconsidered

M
at

u
ri

ty

Organizational Adoption

• Initial risk initiative within 
the (risk) departments

• Isolated activities

• Awareness reaches out to 
board level

• Different lines of defense 

• Segregation of 
responsibilities and roles

• Regular risk related 
activities

• Awareness on B-1 level

• 3 lines of defense applied

• Close cooperation and 
alignment

• Managerial level aware, 
including dedicated SPOCs

• All risk related obligations 
fulfilled

• Everyone knows what is 
risk management

• Embedded Risk culture
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…human focused GRC implementation

Embedded risk culture

Feedback-oriented

Willing to give and 
receive difficult feedback, 

and adapt based on 
feedback received

Collaborative

Works closely with 
others, particularly with 

non-technical background

Communicative

Comfortable packaging 
and presenting 

information in different 
ways

Business-oriented

Driven to execute against 
business objectives, 

finding the right path to 
achieve them

Analytical

Sees and interprets 
connections between 
information

Innovative

Creatively approaches 
problems, embracing new 
technologies

Inquisitive

Asks productive and 
focuses on delivering 
clear and compelling 
answers

Entrepreneurial

Comfortable working 
through ambiguity 
and outside of formal 
structure

GRC Platform

➢ As an enabler, user(s) in the center

➢ Tool for automation and 
Simplification

➢ Need to know & Need to do

➢ Providing understandable & simple 
enough data

➢ User friendly way

➢ Offering, not forcing

➢ Supporting risk culture
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